
Bollmannsveien/Russeveien

The Bollmannsveien path is an exciting outing that winds
up towards Falsnestinden mountain. The path is a war
memorial, built by prisoners of war during World War II.
Along the path are six information signs about the war years
in Storfjord. At the top is a reconstructed bunker that can be
used for a coffee stop or overnighting. The view over
Lyngenfjorden is formidable and makes this a great trip
even if you don’t reach the top. The trip is especially
recommended when there is midnight sun.

Bollmansveien / Russeveien - 9 km R/T 
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At the marked exit along the E6 / E8
between Hatteng and Skibotn.

The outing goes by path. 4,5 km 
to the top. Distance (Km)



The Bollmannsstien path extends along the old service
road up to 550 MASL. Wet patches are planked and two
plateaus provide opportunities for a break at regular
intervals before the top. There is a picnic area and toilet on
the plateau approximately 1 km from the top. It is advised
to fill a water bottle in the waterfall at the lower part of the
path. The trip provides a beautiful view and nice experience
while offering insight into parts of the municipality's war
history. It’s possible to continue on to Fallsnestinden (1,059
MASL). This trip is rated black and has parts that are steep.
Beware of loose footing along the way.
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Skibotn - Hengen:  2,4 km

Skibotn - Sledo 4,2 km

Skibotn - Kielva 2,4 km

Skibotn - Svarteberget 2,2 km
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